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R50 (Spain) –Meeting Protocol: Beyond Oil  
 

General 
1. Location: Eurostars don Jaime, Valencia. 
2. Date: 03.09.2019. 
3. Time: 17:30pm. 

 

Meeting Objective 
1. Formulation of the business strategy in Spain. 

 
Attendance 
1. Mr. Roque Gallegos - R50 CEO (the distribution company in Spain). 
2. Mr. Pinhas Or - Beyond Oil CEO. 
3. Mrs. Aviva Or. 
4. Mr. Uri Cohen - Beyond Oil CBO. 
5. Mr. Ronen Ezra - Beyond Oil representative in Spain and partner at R50. 

 
Meeting Agenda 
 
R50 expert team 
1. On the first day, Mr. Roque introduced the team of expert advisers who he recruited as an integral part of 

the branch in Spain. A professional team with extensive experience and connections who will assist Mr. 
Roque in the field of regulation and marketing of olive oil in Spain. 
The expert team: 
• Francisco Lopez: Technical in Facilities, Machinery. 
• Jose Guillen: Agriculture Engineer, very well reputed in all Quality, Health, Alimentary food product.  
• Miguel Abbed: Introduce in the oil sector, taking care of some producer production. 

2. Beyond Oil team conducted, together with the expert team, successfully laboratory experiments an 
industrial experiment.  
In addition, there was a dialogue with a team of experts who demonstrated great knowledge and even 
advised on ways to penetrate the Spanish market. 

3. The expert team was impressed and even assisted in explaining the meetings with the farmers that were 
scheduled later. 
 

Beyond oil & R50 Roadshow 
1. At the request of Mr. Roque, during 3 days Beyond Oil team and Mr. Roque presented the technology for 

an expert team, potential customers, farmers, and investors. 
The roadshow included: laboratory and industrial demonstrations of the technology, lectures and 
company presentation. Mr. Roque introduced technology in Spanish exceptionally well. 

2. On 02.09.19, an industrial experiment was carried out at the factory cooperative Lliria-alcubas, Spain 
The experiment was successful and satisfactory for representatives of the plant and the Spanish experts. 

3. On 03.09.19, a laboratory experiment on oil with an acidity level of 2.9% was carried out in the 
presentation hall, and after the filtration process, the acidity level was less than 0.01% 

4. On 04.09.19, a laboratory experiment on oil with an acidity level of 2.9%  was carried out in the 
presentation hall, and after the filtration process, the acidity level was less than 0.02%. 

5. During the experiments, Mr. Roque presented the company's presentation in Spanish to potential 
customers including marketers and farmers who admired the technology. There was a time for questions 
that the Beyond Oil team answered and there was a very interesting professional dialogue. 
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6. In conclusion, The Spanish franchisee Mr. Roque, his team of experts and customers - were very 
impressed by what they saw. All the experiments were passed in great success. the roadshow has 
strengthened the relationship with Mr. Roque, his team, and his customers. 
Beyond Oil team were very impressed with the franchisee's ability to establish a professional and 
sustainable business in Spain. The company also were impressed with the team of experts who will 
accompany Mr. Roque in introducing technology in Spain, in the relationships with customers and in 
building full cooperation and dialogue on the right way to introduce technology in Spain and in much 
professionalism and the action plan presented to the company. 

 
 

 
Beyond Oil – R50 Meeting Summary 
After the successful Roadshow, the parties met to formulate the business strategy in Spain and set the action Items for the 
foreseeable future. 
Regulation 
1. Mr. Roque detailed the actions he took to obtain the import and distribution permitted for the product. 
2. Mr. Roque has presented a draft regulation on food processing aids in order for Beyond Oil to study this 

subject and to update Mr. Roque with what regulatory approval R50 will import and distribute the 
products. 

3. Mr. Pinhas introduced the regulation, including the presentation of additional documents of "filter aid" 
regulation which the company uses in other countries. In this regard, it was agreed that all documents 
will be delivered to Mr. Roque that will work for further approval of the import and distribution of oil 
filter aid.  In accordance with the criteria approved by the Olive Council, it is likely that the priority will be 
given to importing and distributing in Spain under these regulatory approvals. 

4. The regulatory documents were provided to Mr. Roque on a disk and Mr. Roque will act to obtain the 
additional approval for oil filter aid as soon as possible (no later than 21 days from today). 

5. Mr. Roque asked permission to send filtered oil for the expert opinion of well-known scientists in Spain 
under the supervision of a notary. The goal of this act is to achieve a positive expert opinion on the final 
product only - olive oil (Beyond Oil filtration process). 
It was agreed that oil can be sent for an expert opinion that is produced from olives during the next 
production season (probably in October 2019). The communication with the scientists will be performed 
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anonymously and with notary supervision. Mr. Rocca emphasized that the experts did not know that the 
oil had undergone the filtration process of the Beyond Oil Company! 
Mr. Pinhas approved this issue and requested that it be performed in his presence or in the presence of 
an Israeli team. 

Patents 
6. Mr. Pinhas gave Mr. Roque a statement letter from Pearl Cohen IP international law firm about the status 

of the relevant patents and confirmed to Mr. Roque that he could refer questions as needed through 
attorneys if further clarifications were required. 

Machinery 
7. Mr. Roque ask to establish the facility as soon as possible by using Alfa Laval 710 centrifuge that he can 

have immediately, until the arrival of the Clara 200 model that he has obligated to have by the 
agreement. 

8. R50 will make all the adjustments needed for using the AL710 (change configuration from liquid to oil - 
flow meter, RPM, etc.) R50 can contact Alfa Laval to assist them in the project (Filippo Bonvicini Product 
Manager Separation: Tel +39 039 27041 |Mob: +39 342 5302784 |Filippo.Bonvicini@alfalaval.com). 

9. R5o will install all the production line until Sep 20, (including the centrifuge and the filter) and will invite 
and pay the costs of Beyond Oil adjustment team that will come to Spain at 25-26 Sep in order to confirm 
that the line is working. 

10. In the case that Beyond Oil company approves the 710 Centrifuge model, the CLARA 200 Centrifuge will 
be ordered by R50 at the latest by December 2019 (Mr. Roque received a quote from the Alf Laval for 
used CLARA 200 centrifuge located in France. Mr. Roque will proceed the process in parallel with Alfa 
Laval to best assess this possibility). 

11. Leaf filter - R50 will purchase or rent immediately leaf filter. 
12. The logistics center will be fully set up by October 30, 2019, and will include all the equipment required 

by the agreement. 
Business Strategy 
13. The Valencia branch will operate as follows: 

a. Beyond Oil Filtration Center - will also serve as a knowledge and customer support center. 
b. Large customer Filtration Center supervised by cameras/Beyond Oil staff. 
c. Filtration for large customers without close supervision. 
d. Selling capsules to Mill Customers - where the franchisee representative is the one who puts the 

capsule into the malxer, takes and cleans the capsules residue. 
14. Before each sale, the customer will be required to sign the IP protection appendix formulated by Beyond 

Oil and delivered to R50. 
15. Mr. Roque will translate into Spanish and send for Beyond Oil approval. Once approved, the document 

will be allowed for use. 
16. Mr. Roque received Beyond Oil product catalogs in English and will prepare new catalogs in Spanish. 
17. Mr. Roque received initial training on the ability to reduce the acidity while the production from the 

olives paste and after production from the oil. Beyond Oil explained the relative amount of the product 
that required according to the size of the malaxer in the Mill. 

18. It was explained to Mr. Roque and his team to avoid old oil filtration which is in pre-dormancy and has 
other poor parameters should be avoided as it is a defective product. The company focuses on improving 
oils produced in the current season and are not faulty. 

Transparency 
19. R50 will manage its sales and accounting by international software (multilanguage, cloud based), with 

access permissions to Beyond Oil company. Recommended Software – Priority - https://www.priority-
software.com/ 

20. All contracts, approvals and regulatory documents will be regularly filed in a shared cloud folder with 
Beyond Oil. 

21. Mr. Roque undertakes to reflect the information and operations of R50 in Spain to Mr. Ronen Ezra in 
accordance with the contract. 
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Purchase & Supply 
22. Mr. Roque signed purchase order on the following terms: 

Payment: 
a.  First payment – 75000€ - will transfer wired to Beyond Oil bank account no later than 18/09/2019. 
b. Second payment – 60000€ (80€*750 Capsules) – will be wired to Beyond Oil bank account when the 

first 750 units will be manufactured. (3 days from Beyond Oil notice to R50 (.  
c. LC of 105,000€ will be delivered to Beyond Oil with the second payment as for the condition of the 

agreement. 
Delivery: 
750 Capsules will be delivered in a container FOB Haifa after fulfilling the payment conditions (a.b.c). 
 
 

 
Signature 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

Beyond Oil Ltd. R50 Comercial & Consulting S.L Mr. Ronen Ezra 
By Mr. Pinhas Or 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

By Mr.  Roque Gallegos 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  


